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ABSTRACT
While multi-core processors are all around us, their
effective use is made much easier with performance
analysis tools that enable the developer to identify parallel
execution opportunities and parallel execution
bottlenecks. In this paper we introduce the new profiling
capabilities available in the Intel® Performance Tuning
Utility. These include statistical call tree analysis based on
stack sampling, profile-guided loop detection, and eventbased sampling data access profiling. The coordinated use
of these features allows the developer to achieve better
multi-core application performance.

INTRODUCTION
Parallel processing has been in common use for decades,
but it’s only recently that it became available on virtually
every computer with the advent of multi-core processors.
Historically, mass performance analysis tools [1, 2, 3, 4]
have not generally had features designed to help identify
parallel execution opportunities nor many of the common
parallel execution bottlenecks. The Intel Performance
Tuning Utility (Intel PTU), externally available at [5], has
many of these features available in a single tool on Intel®
Architecture.
Building on the experience of the Intel VTune™
Performance Analyzer, Intel PTU was designed to
significantly improve on the data collection and display
features available and add capabilities needed for enabling
and analysis of parallel execution. Initially supported
instrumentation-based control flow analysis (Exact Call
Graph) suffers from excessive overhead and the resulting
data distortion. This was replaced with a statistical

®

approach to data collection based on call stack sampling
in Intel PTU. The new statistical call stack sampling is
supplemented with a precise call count data collection that
can be used when required. Binary analysis was added to
improve the disassembly displays through the use of basic
blocks as the underlying execution units and to generate a
control flow graph for the disassembly to simplify its
interpretation. The binary analysis also enables the
identification of loops, which, coupled with the
performance data, allow for the identification of parallel
execution opportunities. The full use of the Precise Event
Based Sampling (PEBS) mechanism, only available on
Intel® processors, enables simultaneous profiling by both
Instruction Pointer (IP) and by data address, and a
graphical filtering interface facilitates the analysis and
identification of performance bottlenecks due to data
access and layout issues.
All Intel PTU features are thread and CPU aware and can
display data specific to either. Intel PTU works on a wide
range of Windows* and Linux* operating system flavors
and provides the same look-and-feel on all of them. It can
be used from the command-line or from a GUI, which
integrates into the Eclipse* IDE.
In this paper, we first describe the new features of Intel
PTU in detail, as well as the analysis models facilitated by
those features. We then illustrate the process of parallel
software analysis and parallel execution discovery using
Intel PTU on real program examples. We continue with an
outline of areas for further development such as the
quality of analysis and data representation, and finally we
look at modern hardware performance monitoring
capabilities.
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Reading this paper requires some experience in parallel
program design, as well as a certain knowledge of parallel
performance monitoring and analysis. The sections below
should not be viewed as providing a final recipe of
efficient parallel software development or as describing
methods of automated parallelization. Our goal, rather, is
to illustrate the information that may be of use when
dealing with parallel software and how that information
may be collected, presented, and best interpreted with
Intel PTU in order to ease the task of exploiting
parallelization opportunities and parallel performance
tuning.

NEW PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
MODELS
Performance tuning is like debugging: you’d like to avoid
it but you cannot. And similar to the debugging process,
you cannot do anything effectively unless you have a
reliable tool that can save you a lot of time and effort. The
importance of good debuggers and performance analyzers
becomes critical as we move into the all-parallel world of
microprocessing.

predefined or user-defined. The predefined configurations
for Intel PTU are as follows:
•

Basic Statistical Call Graph

•

Basic Sampling

•

Basic Call Count

•

Basic Data Access Profiling

A single profile configuration can be defined for multiple
Intel processors, thereby generalizing its use. For
example, the predefined Basic Sampling configuration is
defined to collect two performance events corresponding
to the “number of cycles” and “instructions retired” events
mapped to different hardware events on different
processors.
Creating a project is the first thing a user does. Once it is
created, the predefined configurations list can be invoked
by a simple right-click on the project in the navigator,
floating the mouse over the “Profile As” option and
selecting one of the profiling options (Figure 1).

Intel PTU is meant to become such a time-saving tool. We
do not pretend though that the tool can fully automate the
tuning process. We simply believe that it is more
important to put the burden of routine work on the tool,
and let engineers think about their performance problems
rather than about the tool itself.
To accomplish this, we focus on the following:
•

Provide an easy way to perform repetitive data
collection and analysis tasks.

•

Provide effective and reliable methods of data
collection and analysis that are relevant to both
sequential and parallel programs.

The rest of this section describes in detail how the above
goals are addressed by Intel PTU. We explicitly indicate
product features that are especially valuable in the case of
parallel analysis.

Projects, Configurations, and Experiments
To be effective in repetitive performance tuning tasks
Intel PTU introduces the concepts of project and profile
configurations.

Figure 1: Launching a predefined data collection
Alternatively, right clicking on the project and selecting
the “Profile...” option will invoke the configuration editor
allowing users to select one of their own existing
configurations or to create and invoke a new one.
After a profile configuration is applied to a project, the
data are collected into an experiment. The basic
visualization of the experiment data in Intel PTU is a
tabular spreadsheet. The rows correspond to the currently
chosen aggregation unit: module, function, basic block, or
single address. The columns display the metrics for that
region. The granularity of the aggregation unit can be
selected through pull down menus (Figure 2).

Project contains information about the application,
working directory, input arguments, maximum data
collection time, etc. — in other words, it specifies what
should be analyzed.
Profile configurations are a means of organizing
collection methods into convenient and reusable shortcuts
that can be reused for any project. Configurations can be

®
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int main() {
f1();
}

int f3() {
loop 40;
foo();
}

int f1() {
loop 30;
f2();
f3();
}

void foo() {
f4();
}

void f2() {
loop 20;
}

®

Figure 2: Intel PTU tabular data view
For parallel programs, Intel PTU includes the current
thread identifier (TID) and the CPU identifier in the
program state information so that for each collection point
it is clear which thread was executing on which processor
at that moment. It is possible to filter the data for a
specific thread, process, or CPU by using pull-down filter
menus. Specifically this is useful for analysis of thread- or
CPU-balancing.

void f4() {
loop 10;
}

The time spent in each function is proportional to the
iteration count of the loops. The loops in f1, f2, f3 and f4
are defined to split the total execution time of the
application and thus the expected numbers of samples, in
a known manner. 30% in f1, 20% in f2, 40% in f3, and
10% in f4, while main and foo are negligible.

Now, let’s discuss the predefined analysis methods Intel
PTU suggests.

Statistical Call Graph Analysis
Statistical Call Graph (a.k.a. Stack Sampling) collects its
data by interrupting the program execution periodically
(100 times per second) and capturing the current
instruction pointer (IP) and the call stack. Using the IP
value, it calculates how many samples occurred in a given
function. This number is called Self Samples, because it
corresponds to the number of samples that occurred in the
function itself, not in the functions called by this function
(callees). Places where a significant portion of samples
occur are called hotspots.
The sample data can be aggregated by different units:
function, module, basic block, or address. In the Intel
PTU GUI the aggregation unit concept is exposed as
“granularity.” The function granularity is still the most
popular, so it was made the default one in Hotspot view.
By default, functions (rows) are sorted by the number of
Self Samples, so the most active functions are displayed at
the top.
A second metric for each function, Total Samples, can be
defined as the number of samples in the function plus all
the samples that have the function in the call stack. Thus
Total Samples measures the time in the function and
everything the function calls.
To illustrate this we used a simple program:

®

Figure 3: Statistical Call Graph results
The top hotspot display shows that the self samples are in
the ratio of 4:3:2:1 (Figure 3). The call stack expanded
from f2 shows f1 and main as its callers. The four
hotspots are all highlighted and the total sample count for
them is shown below as 4124 samples. An important thing
to note is that 829 samples for main here does not mean
that we had 829 samples in the main() itself. It is all about
samples in f2: we had 829 samples in f2, and for all those
samples we had f1 and main as callers.
Note the pull down menus for process, thread, and module
filtering of the data displayed in the hotspot view. This
greatly simplifies use of the view. This technique is
common to hotspot displays for all the collection modes.
The four functions were highlighted, one by one, by
clicking the left mouse button and holding down the
CTRL key. As the last function selected was f1, it is
displayed in the Caller/Callee view. The call chain is
expanded in both directions around f1 with callers of f1
shown above it and its callees shown below it. The total
number of samples for f1 is equal to its self samples plus
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the total number of samples for the functions it calls, f2
and f3. So we get 3703 total samples for f1 as 1230 plus
1644 plus 829. The total for f3 is equal to the total
number of self samples for f3 and f4. As main is the caller
of f1 it inherits the self and total times associated with f1.
Functions foo and main are not visible in the hotspot view
because no samples occurred within their code ranges.
Statistical Call Graph doesn’t capture every call the
program made. There is another collection technique
called Exact Call Graph that instruments all functions in
the program and can collect information about each call.
However, this method has a much higher overhead. It is
also very intrusive and distorts the execution of parallel
programs making it impossible to map the results of this
analysis to the behavior of the original program. Hence, it
has a limited scope of applicability and is not always
relevant for parallelization tasks. Exact Call Graph has the
advantage of providing function call counts; to provide
this useful information Intel PTU has a special Basic Call
Count configuration.

Profile-Guided Loop Analysis
An important step in program parallelization is deciding
which parts of the program should be parallelized. Since
loops are often good candidates for parallelization, Intel
PTU treats loops in a very special way.
Loops are identified by analysis of the binary. This
information is then used to generate entries in the hint
column. The hints tell you if there is a hot loop in the
function and if a hot function was called from a loop. Hot
functions called from a loop can be considered for
parallelization.

Event-based Sampling
Intel processors have a powerful performance monitoring
unit (PMU) that can count and interrupt execution for
sampling on a wide variety of performance critical signals
(e.g., CPU cycles, instructions retired, last-level cache
misses, etc.). Intel PTU has made it easier to use the
hundreds of performance events by displaying the
sampling data in a logical and convenient manner. The
event based sampling hotspot view shows an ordered
spreadsheet of all functions, in all modules and processes
by default. The spreadsheet can be sorted by any of the
collected events. The granularity can be set to module,
function (default), basic block, or instruction. A histogram
of samples vs. IP can be viewed for any event with a right
click option.

®

Figure 4: Source view in Intel® PTU
Double clicking on a row will open a source view display
that includes a source view spreadsheet and a disassembly
spreadsheet organized into units of basic blocks and a
control flow graph for the basic blocks (Figure 4). The
disassembly spreadsheet can be sorted by the sample
totals for the basic blocks to ease the identification of
hotspots. The disassembly view can be collapsed to only
show the basic block data summary rows for analysis of
large complex functions.
There is also the ability to compare two event-based
sampling experiments. This is particularly useful for
identifying the performance differences from two binaries
that have been compiled differently.
As there are hundreds of events, their use must be
organized into a methodology. An introduction to the use
of the Intel® Core™2 processor PMU is discussed in [6].
A detailed discussion of the cycle accounting
methodology on that processor is offered in [7]. The same
Web site [8] also contains a number of articles about the
use of the Itanium® processor PMU. There are a variety of
performance issues associated with parallel execution.
Their identification with the Intel Core 2 processor PMU
is discussed in [9].

Data Access Analysis
Data access tends to dominate application performance,
even in single-threaded execution. Parallel execution only
exacerbates this, as the number of execution units
available has increased faster than the memory access
capability. The actions of the processor, in response to
data access requests, can be monitored with performance
events counting last-level cache misses, bus traffic, and
the like. What has not been generally available is the
ability to analyze the application memory access behavior
in terms of the data address patterns.
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To collect and present performance metrics for accessed
data addresses Intel PTU uses advanced features of Intel
processors. Intel Itanium processor CPU supports
capturing the data access address and access latency
directly. On Intel Core 2, Xeon® and Pentium® 4
processors the tool uses precise performance events that
allow the capture of the values of all the registers at a
known value of IP. When coupled with the disassembly of
the function, load and store operations can have their
target addresses reconstructed. This feature is unique for
mass-market CPUs, and for end users, the aspects of the
collection mechanism are abstracted by a predefined data
access configuration that is used the same way on any of
the supported processors. It is also possible to define
custom data access configurations using any combination
of memory-related events.
Some of the more obvious objectives of address profiling
would be identifying the following:
1.

Cachelines that are only partially consumed,
increasing memory bandwidth and wasting cache
space for no benefit.

2.

Cachelines shared by multiple threads unnecessarily
(false sharing).

3.

Variables (and cachelines) that are being thrashed
during synchronization.

4.

Arrays of structures that are not organized by usage,
resulting in 1 above.

5.

Cachelines and variable access
disproportionate access latency.

resulting

in

Today data access analysis provides good help in
pinpointing items 2 and 5, while easy identification of the
rest of the items is still dependent on future development
of the technology.
For data access analysis, Intel PTU provides two hotspot
views in both IP and data address (Figure 5). The IP
hotspot view is similar to the other hotspot views but has
columns associated with data access metrics (average and
total latency, reference count, page access count, etc.).
The address hotspot view uses a granularity of 64 byte
aligned address ranges for IA-32 and Intel® 64
Architecture-based processors and 128 byte aligned
ranges on Itanium processors. These correspond to
cachelines even though we use virtual rather than physical
addresses. Similarly “pages” are usually defined as 4KB
aligned ranges and 8KB ranges per the architecture.
The address hotspots can be expanded to show which
offsets into the lines were accessed, and which threads and
functions accessed the offset. This easily identifies lines
that are falsely shared by multiple threads. As a result of
the automatic analysis, the tool highlights such lines in
pink (note those pink lines in the address hotspot view in
Figure 5). However, for now the false-positives are
possible, although we hope to minimize their number in
the future.

Figure 5: Data access analysis views
The two hotspot views (IP and data address) are coupled
and a selection in one can be used to filter the display of
the other (with control buttons indicated in Figure 5).
Thus the user can select a single function, identify which
lines it accesses heavily, select a set of those lines, and

®

then see which other functions also access those same
lines. This filtering extends down to the source views.
We went through the most important features of Intel
PTU. We learned the important concepts provided by the
tool (project, profile configuration, and experiment). We
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found out which collection and analysis capabilities are
supported and identified which of them are specifically
applicable for parallelization tasks. Now it’s time to
discuss how what we learned can be applied to solving
real-world parallelization problems.

TUNING FOR DATA-LEVEL
PARALLELISM
In this section we provide a real tuning example to
highlight the capabilities of Intel PTU in real-world
software analysis. We start with discovering parallel
execution opportunities, and then we analyze the
efficiency of parallelization by locating thread interaction
and data layout issues. In the course of our analysis we
consider the data-level parallelism wherein different data
ranges are processed in parallel on a shared-memory
multi-processor.

SP Application and Environment

Our environment was Red Hat Linux* 3.0 Update 8
running on a 2.66 GHz Quad-Core Intel® Xeon® processor
53001 series system. This system had eight cores
configured in four paired CPUs, with two such pairs per
package. Each CPU had a 4Mb L2 cache. The application
was compiled using the Intel® Compiler 10.0 with options
“-O3 –openmp –g.”

Identifying Synchronization Overhead Using
Statistical Call Graph
We started with the Basic Statistical Call Graph and Loop
Analysis to understand the behavior of the serial version
of SP. As can be seen in Figure 6, the tool identified a
number of hotspot functions (most of the samples reside in
compute_rhs). These hotspots have significant numbers of
samples that fall in loops inside the hotspots (circled
arrow icons). In addition every hotspot is called from
within a loop (exclamation mark icons).

For our example we took the SP code from the NAS 2.3
Benchmark Suite (NPB2.3) [10]. We started by profiling
the serial version of SP, then took the OpenMP C
implementation, made by the OMNI compiler team [11,
12], analyzed, and tuned it.
SP is a simulated computational fluid dynamics
application. The finite difference solution is based on an
approximate factorization that decouples the x, y, and z
dimensions [13]. The data set we use is class A, for which
a problem size is equal to 64. The simulation is done in
400 high-level iterations over time. The main loop
contains the following calls:
for (it=1; it<=niter; it++)

{

compute_rhs();
txinrv();
x_solve();
y_solve();
z_solve():
add();

Figure 6: SP serial version hotspots in Statistical Call
Graph display

}

Where x_solve calls lhsx and ninvr; y_solve – lhsy
and pinvr; z_solve – lhsz and tzetar.
At each iteration, SP re-calculates a number of three(64x64x64) and four-dimensional (5x64x64x64) arrays
consisting of double precision floating-point numbers and
consuming ~76 Mb of the memory space in total.

®

Inspection of the source for the hotspot functions suggests
that we cannot parallelize the program in question
1

Intel processor numbers are not a measure of
performance. Processor numbers differentiate features
within each processor family, not across different
processor
families.
See
www.intel.com/products/processor_number for details.
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assigning a different thread to every time iteration (that is,
trying to multi-thread the loop surrounding the hotspot
calls), because every new time iteration depends on the
arrays produced by the previous iterations. Instead, we can
employ data decomposition and assign multiple threads to
different iterations of the loops inside the hotspots. For
such an approach, OpenMP [11] is the obvious choice.
The timing of the parallel version of SP from the OMNI
package [12] when running from two to eight threads is
shown in Table 1. The two-threaded version’s execution
time decreased from 130 seconds to 91 seconds.
Table 1: SP OpenMP execution time and relative
__kmpc_barrier contribution for different numbers of
threads
#of threads

1

2

4

8

SP OpenMP execution
time (sec)

130

91

92

94

Total __kmpc_barrier (%)

N/A

16

22

27

Figure 7: Hotspots for SP OpenMP. Number of
threads = 4. The partial stack for the
__kmp_wait_sleep hotspot is shown.

However, running the code with four threads or more
shows no additional performance gain. This clearly
indicates that there are some problems with SP OpenMP
implementation.
The Statistical Call Graph profile for the 4-thread
execution (Figure 7) shows that one of the main hotspots,
namely the __kmp_wait_sleep function, belongs to the
libguide library. Another substantial hotspot that belongs
to libguide is __kmp_x86_pause. These hotspots all have
the __kmpc_barrier function on their stacks.
__kmpc_barrier in turn is called from many SP functions.
This can be seen either from the expanded stack of the
__kmp_wait_sleep
hotspot (Figure 7) or, in an
aggregated form, in the caller-callee view (Figure 8).
__kmpc_barrier is dominantly called from the lhsx,
lhsy and lhsz functions as the total number of samples
for these three functions clearly account for the majority
of the time (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Caller/callee view for SP OpenMP with
__kmpc_barrier as a target function. This view is
useful in evaluating an aggregated target contribution
and the relative contributions of its callers.
The data for the __kmpc_barrier itself and its callees
contribution are summarized in Table 1. The tables show
that the number of total samples for __kmpc_barrier
grows up to one quarter of the application’s total number
of samples when running with more than four threads. By
total samples we mean the self sample count plus the self
counts of all the functions down the call chain (callees).
The conclusion from the profiling session is that the initial
SP OpenMP implementation doesn’t scale because of a
significant synchronization overhead exposed as a
substantial number of total samples associated with the
__kmpc_barrier function.

®
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Note that Intel PTU significantly simplifies the
identification of the total contribution of a function by
automatically synchronizing views for the focus function.
Thus, the Caller/Callee view displays aggregated total
samples for a function selected in the Hotspot view.
To find the cause of the synchronization overhead, we
look at the lhs[*] functions code (Figure 9) and find where
the OpenMP “omp for” pragmas are applied. Instead of
being applied to the outer loops, they are applied to the
inner loop, decomposing the leading dimensions of the
multi-dimensional arrays and causing a considerable
overhead at an implicit barrier.

applied to the outermost loop. Further, we merged some
separate loops under one “omp for” pragma. We also had
to privatize several variables as part of the changes to
ensure the correctness of the program.
The improved version of the same non-optimal code
fragment (from Figure 9) is shown in Figure 10. We refer
to this version of the SP code as “SP OpenMP Opt.”

Data Layout Analysis Using Sampling and
Data Access Profiling
However, while the issue of the large barrier overhead was
fixed by these modifications, the overall performance and
scaling did not improve much beyond two threads (see
Table 2).
Table 2: Execution time for SP OpenMP initial version
and optimized version (time is in seconds)

Figure 9: A code fragment from the lhsy function
causing barrier overhead

#of threads

1

2

4

8

SP OpenMP initial

130

91

92

94

SP OpenMP Opt

130

91

78

72

Since the SP application uses ~76 Mb of data space and
our system has only 16 Mb of shared L2 cache, the
memory usage approach might be the reason for the poor
improvement in scaling. To prove this we launched
sampling,
and
we
collected
the
MEM_LOAD_RETIERED.L2_LINE_MISS event for SP
OpenMP Opt running with thread numbers 1 through 8.
The results (summarized in Table 3) clearly indicate that
the number of L2 cache line misses grows with the
increasing number of threads. Although for the code to be
scalable the number of cache misses should remain the
same or even decrease.
Profiling runs for four and eight threads reveal that
and z_solve functions are the main
hotspots, contributing ~28% and ~12% L2 cache line
misses, respectively, in both runs. The other main hotspots
are the x_solve and y_solve functions.
compute_rhs

Table 3: Count of the
MEM_LOAD_RETIERED.L2_LINE_MISS event for
the SP OpenMP Opt code

Figure 10: An optimized code fragment at the lhsy
function
Similar problems were observed in other functions where
the “omp for” pragmas were applied to the middle loop of
three nested loops. We modified the initial SP OpenMP
implementation by making changes to lhs* and *_solve
functions so that the “omp for” pragmas were properly

®

# of
threads

1

2

4

8

Event
count

3.5E+08

3.3E+08

4.1E+08

6.3E+08

The Data Profiling analysis for the four- and eight-thread
runs confirms the same functions as the memory access
bottlenecks. The Data Access Display shows that
compute_rhs, z_solve, y_solve and x_solve functions
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are also hotspots in terms of Last Level Cache (LLC)
misses, Total Latency, and Cachelines accessed
(Figure 11).

Figure 11: Main hotspots for the SP OpenMP Opt 8
threads run in the Data Access Display. The figure also
illustrates how to filter the cachelines accessed by
selected functions.
The reason for the growing number of cache misses (refer
to Table 3) for four- and eight-thread runs might be
interfering data accesses. The data access profile allows us
to investigate if there are access contention issues for the
cachelines used in the hotspots compute_rhs, z_solve,
y_solve, and x_solve, particularly those caused by the
threads running on different cores but accessing the same
cachelines. This will show if there are any contentious
lines associated with high average latencies and accessed
by several threads.
To explore contention issues we ran the SP OpenMP Opt
version with eight threads, bounding each thread to a
distinct core using the KMP_AFFINITY environment
variable supported by the Intel Compiler OpenMP runtime library. The execution time and hotspots do not
change with respect to the non-bound run.
In data access view we select the hotspot functions and
use the “Filter by Selection in Code Hotspots” button
(circled in Figure 11), to display only the cachelines
accessed by these functions.
A number of filtered cachelines are marked in pink as
likely suffering from false-sharing. But false-sharing (as
well as true-sharing) is a particular case of thread access
contention. Consequently, we sort cachelines by average
latency and select the high latency lines. We then filter
back either on a specific cacheline or a few of them to
identify the functions that are associated with the

®

contention. This is done by using the “Filter by Selection
in Data Hotspots” button (triangled in Figure 11).
We found a number of cases (one example is in Figure 12)
where the same cachelines were accessed from different
threads by the functions compute_rhs & x_solve,
x_solve & y_solve, y_solve & z_solve. Specifically,
Figure 12 demonstrates that the same highlighted
cacheline was accessed by the different threads in the
x_solve and y_solve functions. The second access (by
y_solve, as it called after x_solve in the code) is
associated with the high latency (250 cycles) equal to an
L2 miss penalty.

Figure 12: The IP hotspot view filtered by the selected
cacheline
We drill down from the filtered hotspot view to the source
view (now only displaying the filtered accesses) of the
functions, e.g., x_solve and y_solve ones, to identify the
source lines that generated the access contention.
The source code identified by the access counts on these
lines in turn identifies a number of cache contention
patterns. Figure 13 displays the typical one we discovered.
In this case the x_solve function writes to the elements of
the arrays rhs and lhs, and the y_solve function reads
from them. The “omp for” pragma is placed in such a way
that the data decomposition of these arrays is different in
these two function fragments. In x_solve the
decomposition, over the third index of rhs, causes
thread_1 to write into rhs[*][*][T1_range][*], thread_2
writes into rhs[*][*][T2_range][*] and so on. While in
y_solve, the decomposition is over the second index, so
thread_1 here reads from rhs[*][T1_range][*][*].
This results in multiple cores having to shuffle the
cachelines between themselves as they execute x_solve
and then y_solve. This in turn results in a large number
of load-driven cache misses and the resulting execution
stalls.
We didn’t go further with optimizing the SP code since
our purpose was just to demonstrate how an application
using data parallelism is analyzed and tuned with Intel
PTU.
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Possible ways for further optimization could be code
transformations to make the “omp for” pragmas apply to
the outermost loops, iterating over the same dimension
indices. This would decrease the shuffling of the
cachelines between cores and thereby improve the
performance.
It would be also useful to consider decreasing some array
sizes (to apply data blocking optimization), as described
in [13]. This would bring an even bigger performance gain
due to a more efficient cache usage.

The first step that we would like to take in the near future
is to extend the Statistical Call Graph (which is now timebased in Intel PTU) to also use rich event-based sampling
capabilities. The major advantages of this are expected to
be as follows:
•

Increased sampling granularity (as the sampling
interval will no longer be limited by the operating
system timer resolution and task scheduler
properties).

•

Higher correlation of the sampled execution paths
with the architectural characteristics of a computer
system.

In data profiling, a unique problem is dealing with arrays
of large structures. Being able to display the access pattern
in terms of the structure size granularity allows the user to
split the structures by usage, reducing bandwidth and
increasing cache utilization efficiency.
Another important improvement and a major challenge
with regard to data access analysis is the need to operate
on the categories that are understandable by a
programmer. This means we need to switch from raw
addresses (which may mean anything) to the actual
variable names, allocation blocks, and so on.

Figure 13: Code fragments causing cacheline
contention
In this section we have shown that Statistical Call Graph
analysis may be very helpful in the initial stages of parallel
code tuning. Proceeding with the analysis requires some
knowledge of the processor architecture to identify the
hardware events to collect and to interpret the collected
data. Advanced scalability estimations can hardly be
performed without the help of data access profiling whose
automatic analysis and flexible filtering interface enable
pinpointing of such problems as cache contention
(particularly false-sharing) and high latency loads at the
source code level.

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Extensibility was among the primary design concepts of
the Intel PTU architecture, which may enable us to
integrate more advanced profiling techniques in the future,
many of which we can already define and describe.

®

A very promising technology that we are also going to
implement is the ability to handle the lowest-level
operating system task context switches. This should
enable the retrieval of information about thread
synchronization patterns, excessive synchronization,
overall processor utilization by multiple threads, thread
migration between processors, thread switch overhead,
and other characteristics that are vital for a detailed
analysis
of heavily threaded,
multi-component
applications.
The above described data collection challenges and
improvements necessitate changes in the visualization as
well. Thus, we would like to introduce a timeline view, the
natural representation of thread activity over time. The
timeline will reflect the state of threads, their location with
respect to processors and cores, and the actual
performance characteristics for each thread activity point
in time. The overtime representation is supposed to
facilitate intuitive understanding of the logic of a parallel
program and thread state transition patterns; and it may
help to determine distinct phases within the program’s
operation flow. Most importantly, the timeline is designed
to be fully integrated into the rest of the existing views to
simplify navigation, incorporate new cross-filtering
modes, and make it possible to quickly obtain aggregated
characteristics for each thread execution point, state, or
phase.
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[12]

CONCLUSION
The performance analysis features available in the Intel
Performance Tuning Utility assist at virtually every stage
of both parallel and sequential software performance
tuning and may be extremely helpful at the preliminary
stages of determining parallelization strategies.
We discussed data-level decomposition strategy in real
program examples and illustrated how the efficiency of a
parallel implementation can be estimated, and which steps
should be performed to optimize a parallel program using
the Intel Performance Tuning Utility.
Being easy to use and powerful at the same time, Intel
PTU is growing its customer base inside Intel for solving
today’s problems and serving as a vehicle for exploring
new features for future commercial tools.
We plan on improving Intel PTU with newer performance
data-collection techniques and analysis models to keep
pace with user needs and modern processor architecture
developments. Intel PTU is available for an external
download from Whatif.intel.com Web site [5].
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